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In recent year, heterogeneous architecture emerges as a promising technology to conquer the 
constraints in homogeneous multi-core architecture, such as supply voltage scaling, off-chip 
communication bandwidth, and application parallelism. Various forms of accelerators, e.g., GPU 
and ASIC, have been extensively studied for their tradeoffs between computation efficiency and 
adaptively. But with the increasing demand of the capacity and the technology scaling, 
accelerators also face limitations on cost-efficiency due to the use of traditional memory 
technologies and architecture design.  
Emerging memory has become a promising memory technology to inspire some new 
designs by replacing traditional memory technologies in modern computer system. In this 
dissertation, I will first summarize my research on the application of Spin-transfer torque random 
access memory (STT-RAM) in GPU memory hierarchy, which offers simple cell structure and 
non-volatility to enable much smaller cell area than SRAM and almost zero standby power. Then 
I will introduce my research about memristor implementation as the computation component in 
the neuromorphic computing accelerator, which has the similarity between the programmable 
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resistance state of memristors and the variable synaptic strengths of biological synapses to 
simplify the realization of neural network model. At last, a dedicated interconnection network 
design for multicore neuromorphic computing system will be presented to reduce the prominent 
average latency and power consumption brought by NoC in a large size neuromorphic 
computing system. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
Homogeneous multi-core architecture was proposed in microprocessor designs to fully 
utilize silicon area and overcome the obstacles of frequency up-scaling caused by the rapidly 
increased wire delay and circuit power consumption [1][2]. However, the constraints on supply 
voltage scaling, off-chip communication bandwidth, and application parallelism severely hinder 
the pace of increasing the number of CPU cores on a single chip, and consequently, limit the 
overall computational capacity [3]. In recent years, heterogeneous architecture emerges as a 
promising technology to conquer the above challenges [4]. Various forms of off-chip 
accelerators, e.g., ASIC, FPGA, and GPU, have been extensively studied [5][6][7] for their 
tradeoffs between computation efficiency and adaptivity. 
Graphic processing unit (GPU) has become the most widely utilized off-chip accelerator 
in general purpose computing acceleration for high throughput and power efficiency. Thousands 
of parallel threads are processed simultaneously so that the long access latency of off-chip 
memory can be effectively hidden. The extremely high parallelism requires large on-chip 
memories in GPU, like translation look-aside buffer (TLB) which has more than 20x capacity of 
TLB in CPU to retain enough physical page addresses on chip to handle a large volume of 
parallel processing threads[20][21], and register file (RF) with a few megabytes capacity to hold 
the data for thousands active threads used to maintain the extremely high parallelism in 
GPU[11]. On-chip memories are commonly implemented with SRAM cells to satisfy the 
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capacity and performance needs. However, the capacity and power consumption of GPU on-chip 
memories are often constrained by the large cell area and high leakage current of SRAM and has 
become one of the major bottlenecks of GPU performance and energy efficiency [10]. 
Besides off-chip accelerators, many practices [12][13][14][15] were also conducted to 
integrate general-purpose CPU cores with processing elements that are designed to accelerate the 
execution of some special codes (called target codes), e.g., the codes producing approximated 
results. Many target codes of approximate computing (e.g., approximated calculation, rendering 
methodology and statistical representation) have been identified in a large variety of applications 
such as pattern recognition, computer vision, data mining, signal processing etc. [16][50]. 
Artificial neural network (ANN) can be also considered as one kind of approximate computing 
with high adaptivity to many high-performance applications [50]. The inherent resilience to soft 
and hard errors in computation makes ANN a promising solution to conquer the aggravated 
system reliability issue under the highly-scaled technology nodes [52]. Software-based ANN 
realizations, however, are often associated with extremely high hardware cost required by 
emulating the complex connection in the neural network. Tradition CMOS-based 
implementations of ANN also suffer from the inefficiency in power/area due to the large cell 
area, high leakage current and volatility [16][68]. 
Emerging memory technologies have been studied as the promising next generation 
nanoscale technologies to conquer the scaling issue and high leakage current in traditional 
technologies, like CMOS. They usually do not rely on charging and discharging their electronic 
storage devices to store data and, hence are not impacted by the storage device size shrinks and 
loss of power. Spin-transfer torque random access memory (STT-RAM) is a popular new 
memory technology [25][26] featuring high integration density, nanosecond read access time, 
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and low leakage power consumption. However, the well-known STT-RAM drawbacks of long 
write latency and high write energy impose constraints on STT-RAM’s application in last-level 
cache and main memory of CPUs [27][28][29] and GPUs [30]. In this work, we demonstrate that 
TLB in GPUs is an ideal application of STT-RAM due to relatively large memory footprints of 
GPU applications and infrequent updates of the stored contents. Hence, the large volume of 
address translation accesses could greatly benefit from the increased TLB capacity by using 
STTRAM and achieve an improved hit rate. Additionally, the low write pressure typically 
observed by the TLB naturally mitigates the negative impact of STT-RAM in write performance 
and energy. Furthermore, by leveraging differential sensing technique [18], we are able to 
improve the read performance of STT-RAM-based TLB whenever read access latency becomes 
critical. A novel TLB architecture – STD-TLB: STT-RAM-based dynamically-configurable 
translation lookaside buffer, is proposed to dynamically balance the access performance and 
capacity of the TLB upon run-time TLB access requirements. 
Moreover, the recent invention of multilevel cell (MLC) design [20] doubles the storage 
density of STT-RAM. The use of MLC STT-RAM (MLC-STT) in last level cache of CPUs has 
been widely investigated for energy efficiency enhancement [21][22]. We extends the 
application of MLC-STT to RF in GPUs in this work. Beyond the near zero leakage power, the 
potential of implementing larger capacity will effectively relax the limitation on active thread 
number in register-hungry GPGPU applications and hence, improve system performance. 
However, the hard and the soft bits in a MLC-STT cell demonstrate very different access time 
requirements. Thus, we propose a remapping strategy to relocate data based on its access 
frequency and the register usage requirement of the application. Particularly, the frequently-
accessed data is always mapped to the fast rows built with the soft bits while the slow rows 
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composed of the hard bits are used only when a larger capacity is needed. A runtime warp 
rescheduling scheme is also developed to reorder the issuing of the ready warps to minimize the 
access stall induced by the long write operations of MLC-STT. 
Besides the off-chip accelerators, the rediscovery of memristor [63] motivates an exciting 
approach of implementing neuromorphic systems, which denotes the VLSI realization of ANN 
computation. Compared to the design of traditional CMOS-based digital and analog 
neuromorphic accelerators [16][68], the similarity between the programmable resistance state of 
memristors and the variable synaptic strengths of biological synapses dramatically simplifies the 
structure of neural network circuits [63]. In this work, we propose RENO, a novel highly-
efficient reconfigurable neuromorphic computing accelerator with on-chip memristor-based 
crossbar (MBC) arrays as perceptron network, aiming at the acceleration of ANNs computations. 
Unlike many neuromorphic systems that perform the computations on pure digital ALUs or 
analog approximate computing units with AD/DA interface, our design adopts a hybrid method 
in data representation: the computation within the MBC arrays and the signal communications 
among the MBC arrays are conducted in analog form, while the control information remains as 
digital signals. To suppress the accuracy degradation incurred by the memristor resistance 
shifting during execution, an inline calibration scheme is also developed with negligible 
performance overhead. 
Even with the efficiency coming from the emerging memory applications, in a large scale 
neuromorphic acceleration system, interconnection network on chip (NoC) has become to 
consume a major part of energy consumption and delay. Because of the data-intensity and 
direction-intensity of neuromorphic data traffic between neurons in different layers, the 
traditional designs of NoC in general purpose multi-core system do not work well in 
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neuromorphic acceleration system. For instance, the data communication may count for more 
than 30% computation cost in a deep learning accelerator and grows up rapidly with the increase 
of the system scale [89]. Meanwhile, about 26% chip area and more than 10% total energy 
consumption comes from the NoC [89]. The non-uniformity of the transmission data size over 
the connections, the redundancy of the data transmission between the neural network layers, and 
the local congestions all significantly degrade the efficacy of the NoC in a neuromorphic 
acceleration system. Ring topology has been recently used in the NOC design of some multicore 
systems for its simplicity, i.e., Intel Nehalem [90]. But its implementation in a large system is 
doubtful by taking into account the increased hop count and long wire delay. In this work, we 
propose a hybrid ring-mesh NoC architecture (namely, Neu-NoC) that can adapt to the unique 
communication patterns in neuromorphic acceleration systems to achieve better performance, 
less energy, and smaller area. 
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2.0  EMERGING MEMORY APPLICATION FOR STORAGE  
2.1 PRELIMINARY 
2.1.1 STT-RAM basic 
Data is stored in an STT-RAM cell as the resistance of a magnetic tunneling junction 
(MTJ) device. A MTJ consists of two ferromagnetic layers which sandwich a MgO layer. The 
magnetization direction of one ferromagnetic layer (fixed layer) is pinned while that of the other 
ferromagnetic layer (free layer) can be flipped by passing a spin-polarized current. When the 
magnetization direction of the two layers are anti-parallel, the MTJ resistance is at high state 
(𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ ); otherwise, the MTJ resistance is at low state (𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ), as shown in Fig. 1(a)[17], 
respectively. Figure 1(a) depicts the popular “1T1J” STT-RAM cell structure where the MTJ 
switching current is supplied by a connected NMOS transistor. The STT-RAM cell area is 
mainly determined by the NMOS transistor size. 
2.1.2 STT-RAM with differential sensing 
A differential sensing STT-RAM architecture is recently proposed [18] to offer better 
read performance, same write latency and lower error rate than the 1T1J cell. Differential sensing 
technique can improve the readability of STT-RAM cells by trading off the memory capacity as 
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follows: In addition to writing the data to one STT-RAM cell, the inversion of the data is written 
into an adjacent cell. Rather than comparing the cell states to a reference, the stored data is read 
out by comparing the resistance of these two complimentary cells. The sense margin is increased 
from 1
2
(𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ − 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) to(𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ − 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙), considerably reducing the corresponding read latency 
with the improved read reliability. We refer to the cell structure of differential sensing as “2T2J”, 
which is indeed composed of two 1T1J cells. Compared to a 1T1J cell, the dynamic read energy 
of a 2T2J cell remains constant, while the write dynamic energy of a 2T2J cell essentially 
doubles as writing the data and its complement into neighboring cells. 
2.1.3 Multi-level cell STT-RAM 
To further enhance the density, MLC-STT technology was proposed by virtually 
integrating two MTJs in a cell [19] [20]. Figure 1(a) illustrates a popular serial structure which is 
composed of a small MTJ and a large MTJ. The combinations of the resistance states of the two 
MTJs construct four different resistance levels, representing a 2-bit data. The bits determined by 
the resistance states of the large and small MTJs are normally denoted as “hard bit” and “soft 
bit”, respectively. 
As the two MTJs are connected in serial and driven by the same NMOS access transistor, 
the same current passes through both MTJs during read and write operations. When applying a 
large switching current to program the large MTJ, the small MTJ encounters an even larger 
switching current density and hence will turn to the same resistance state as the large MTJ. 
Therefore, an additional programming step with a small write current is required to program the 
soft-bit to the target value, which only flips the resistance state of the small MTJ. Such a 2-step 
write operation of MLC-STT cells is depicted in Figure 1(b). Similarly, a 2-step read operation is 
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required to detect the soft and the hard bits in sequence, as shown in Figure 1(c). Notably, 
programming or detecting only the soft bit can be completed in one step.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. STT-RAM cell structure and operation diagram. (a) multi-level cell (MLC) using serial 
stacking structure. (b,c) 2-step read and write operation of MLC-STT. 
 
 
 
When implementing memory with MLC-STT cells, the hard and soft bits can be 
separately grouped into different data sets [21]. For instance, a row of MLC-STT cells in a 
physical array can be regarded as two logic rows that respectively consist of the hard bits and 
soft bits of these MLC-STT cells. As such, reading or writing the soft-bit row requires only one 
step. Accessing a hard-bit row, in contrast, need a two-step operation, resulting in much longer 
access latency and higher energy consumption. Such performance difference between hard-bit 
and soft-bit rows motivates us to propose a remapping strategy in the designs of MLC-STT-base 
memory hierarchy. 
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2.2 STD-TLB: A STT-RAM-BASED DYNAMICALLY-CONFIGURABLE 
TRANSLATION LOOKASIDE BUFFER FOR GPU ARCHITECTURES 
2.2.1 Background and motivation 
In 2009, Nvidia announced the first GPU to support unified address space – Fermi [23]. 
Later in 2010, AMD also announced Graphic Core Next (GCN) architecture with a virtual 
memory system to offer x86 addressing with unified address space for both CPU and GPU [24]. 
In these two architectures, GPU memories are mapped into a continuous 64-bit address space. 
General instructions can access local scratchpad memory, global memory and system memory 
addresses defined within the unified address space.  
Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the virtual memory system in GPU architectures. The 
translation from virtual address to physical address is conducted by the memory management 
unit (MMU) through a multi-level TLB hierarchy. Upon an L1 TLB miss, the corresponding 
page table entry (PTE) will be loaded from the L2 TLB, which is usually significantly larger than 
the L1 TLB and stores more cached PTEs. 
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Figure 2. Virtual memory with multi-level TLBs in GPUs. 
 
 
 
One important observation that motivates our work is that TLB entries are not modified 
as frequently as cache blocks. This difference is caused by the function of TLBs: A TLB 
primarily caches virtual to physical address mappings, which change only upon extremely 
infrequent OS events, e.g., page re-mapping, page swaps, context switches, and privilege 
changes. From an application’s perspective, the TLB entry is updated only when an old mapping 
needs to be evicted and a new entry is filled into the TLB. The infrequent writing to the TLB 
entries makes TLBs particularly well suited to be built with STT-RAM, which usually has a long 
write latency but relatively short read latency. To verify this observation, we examine various 
GPU benchmarks and found that out of 13 benchmarks, only one benchmark (SAD) has 
similarly large write ratio (total number of writes divided by total number of reads) in both the 
data cache and TLBs. For all other benchmarks, the TLB write ratio is significantly lower than 
the cache write ratio, as illustrated in Figure 3 For example, in TLB, more than 40% of the data 
cache accesses are writes while less than 10% of the TLB accesses are writes. Based on this 
observation, a TLB implemented with STT-RAM is less harmed by the influence of the 
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expensive writes but can still take advantage of the improved read speed from differential 
sensing and larger same-area replacement capacity to achieve better performance and lower 
energy consumption. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of write ratio for data cache and TLB. 
 
 
 
2.2.2 TLB design with STT-RAM 
2.2.2.1 Standard STT-RAM TLB design 
Due to the structural simplicity, STT-RAM has much higher integration density than 
SRAM. Table I compares the design parameters of two SRAM-based and STT-RAM-based TLB 
configurations based on ITRS 2011 [25] and NVSIM [33] simulation results. In each 
configuration, the three designs with different memory technologies (i.e., SRAM, 1T1J and 
2T2J) share similar area while the capacity of the standard STT-RAM TLB (1T1J) is 4× as large 
as that of SRAM TLB. The capacity of an entirely differential sensing design (2T2J) is between 
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that of the SRAM and standard STT-RAM since it trades half of its capacity for faster read 
access. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison of SRAM and STT-RAM based TLB 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2.2 STT-RAM-based dynamically-configurable TLB 
A standard STT-RAM TLB configured for 1T1J access provides the best capacity and 
energy advantages among all TLB designs. The differential sensing design (2T2J) improves read 
performance, but increases miss rate due to the reduced capacity. As part of this work, we 
propose a STT-RAM-based dynamically-configurable TLB (STD-TLB) design that leverages the 
differential sensing technique to improve the read performance of selected memory blocks in a 
TLB while retaining the capacity advantage available in standard STT-RAM TLB design as 
much as possible.  
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Figure 4 shows the memory structure of our STD-TLB design: In mode 0 (high-capacity 
mode), the stored data is read out by comparing the resistance of the memory cell to a reference 
cell; in mode 1 (high-performance mode), the resistances of the complimentary memory cells are 
compared to each other. Since the sense margin in mode 1 is 2× that in mode 0, the read access 
time is reduced. However, two memory cells are now occupied to store a single entry in mode 1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Reconfigurable differential sensing circuit. 
 
 
 
We note that the read accesses to TLB have very unbalanced patterns. We study different 
TLB entries and group them into “hot” and “cold” based on their frequency of accesses. As an 
example shown in Figure 5, the distributions of the read accesses across different TLB entries is 
highly skewed in benchmarks STO, NN, CUTCP and MRI-Q. Other benchmarks experience less 
but still noticeable uneven distributions. Generally, there are far more accesses occurring on the 
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hot TLB entries (more than 75% on average). Hence, it is desirable to switch the selected cache 
blocks of STD-TLB to high-performance mode only when the corresponding memory addresses 
are hot. As illustrated in Figure 5, these active memory blocks experience frequent read accesses 
but only occupy a relatively small portion of the total memory blocks. Therefore, mode 1 can be 
effectively applied to a small number of TLB blocks during the operation, resulting in a marginal 
degradation on the total capacity and hit rate. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Unbalanced TLB accesses in GPU. 
 
 
 
2.2.2.3 Organization of STD-TLB 
Figure 6 shows the organization of the proposed STD-TLB design. Each two adjacent 
cache blocks form a complimentary block pair when any of them switches to high-performance 
mode. Each cache block is augmented with a 1-bit mode flag (S) and a n-bit read counter (C) and 
can function independently in high-capacity mode (S = 0). When the paired cache blocks are in 
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high-performance mode, both blocks’ mode flags will be set to 1. The read counter is used to 
record the number of read accesses to the cache block. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Organization of STD-TLB design. 
 
 
 
2.2.2.4 TLB working mode management 
Through execution analysis we discovered that the page size of a data accessed by a GPU 
is directly linked to its access patterns. A large page size corresponding to a wide accessible data 
range from one PTE typically results in more accesses over time. Based on our observation on 13 
GPU benchmarks, the PTEs of large pages always have more accesses than that of small pages. 
Therefore, our TLB working mode management is set heuristically as follows: when a new PTE 
is loaded into the TLB, we first check the wildcard bits of the PTE to retrieve the page size 
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information. If the page size is bigger than 4KByte (i.e., wildcard > 0), the PTE will be written 
into the paired cache blocks in high-performance mode; otherwise, the PTE will be saved in the 
cache block in high-capacity mode. 
Although this heuristic scheme works reasonably well, there are still some frequently 
accessed small pages that could not be covered by the scheme. To discover these pages, we 
utilize the augmented counter in each cache block to record how heavily the PTE is accessed. 
When a PTE is loaded into the TLB, the corresponding read counter is cleared to 0. The value of 
the counter increments upon each read access. The mode of the cache block is then dynamically 
reconfigured based on how intensively the page has been accessed: if the counter exceeds a 
threshold, the empty corresponding entry will be elevated to high-performance mode. In contrast, 
the entry set to high-performance mode (based on its page size) can be “demoted” to high-
capacity mode during evictions: A high performance TLB entry which is planned to be retired by 
the replacement policy (e.g., least-recently-used) will switch to high-capacity mode first rather 
than being evicted from the TLB immediately. Only the entries in high-capacity mode can be 
evicted from the TLB directly. 
2.2.3 Evaluation 
We created a STT-RAM device model based on an industrial prototype. We assume the 
MTJ switching time is 10ns [34] and the sense margins of the STT-RAM cell in high-capacity 
and high-performance modes are 40mV and 80mV, respectively. A modified CACTI [31] tool is 
used to derive the peripheral circuitry latencies of various TLB designs at 45nm technology [35]. 
The timing parameters of sense amplifiers are derived from SPICE simulations. All TLB design 
parameters are summarized in Table 1. 
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2.2.3.1 System Configuration and Workloads 
We verify our architectural design through functional and timing simulations on 
GPGPUsim [36], a cycle accurate GPU performance simulator. We modified the baseline GPU 
architecture in GPGPU-sim based on Nvidia Quadro FX5800 [37] by adding virtual memory 
mapping support. In particular, we implemented a two-level TLB hierarchy including first-level 
private TLBs with small capacity and short translation latency, and a second-level TLB with 
much larger capacity and long translation latency, which is shared across all memory banks. We 
assume a dual-sized paging system with both small page (4K bytes) and large page (128K bytes). 
A large page is usually used for the applications with large memory footprint, e.g., enormous 
texture or color data. 
 
 
 
Table 2. System configuration 
 
 
 
 
We use SRAM TLB as the baseline implementation. Our proposed STT-RAM TLB 
implementations assume the same area replacement associated with an increased capacity. The 
detailed parameters and system configuration are summarized in Table 2. Because the cache 
blocks in STD-TLB can independently operate in high-capacity or high-performance mode, the 
maximum and minimum capacities of the STDTLB are listed as 1T1J and 2T2J in the Table, 
respectively. In practice the effective capacity will be somewhere in between. In our evaluations, 
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we utilize a wide range of GPU workloads selected from the Parboil [38] and ISPASS2009 
benchmark suite. Our intent is to primarily focus on the workloads which have high memory 
access intensity and thus could potentially benefit from STT-RAM-based TLBs. However, we 
also include some less access intensive workloads to test the potential impact of STT-RAM-
based TLBs in different scenarios. The characteristics of the adopted workloads are listed in 
Table 3. 
 
 
 
Table 3. Characteristics of GPU benchmarks (instruction number (in)) 
 
 
 
 
2.2.3.2 Experimental Results 
To demonstrate the influences of using STT-RAM to implement TLB in GPUs, we study 
the mode configuration accuracy, TLB miss rate, translation runtime performance, energy 
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consumption, energy-delay product etc., and compare them with the SRAM baseline. We also 
evaluate the performance and energy improvement of STD-TLB over the standard STT-RAM 
TLB. Finally, we evaluate the overall system performance improvement and summarize the 
general rules of applying STD-TLB.  
1) Mode Configuration Accuracy: We verify if the TLB entry of a small page is 
configured in an appropriate mode by using a counter to track its read accesses and comparing 
the value of the counter with a threshold. Ideally, the TLB entry corresponding to a small page 
shall be set to high capacity mode and has a low counter value, i.e., smaller than a threshold. 
Otherwise, the TLB performance may be adversely impacted because of its poor read speed. 
Heuristically, we set the threshold of defining a “hot” small page to 900. The configuration 
accuracy of the TLB entry of a large page is also measured by the probability of being demoted 
to high capacity mode. Figure 7 shows that our page-size-only mode selection mechanism 
captures averagely 83% of “cold” small pages and 90% of “hot” large pages. NN is an outlier 
and exhibits heavy reads for both small and large pages. On average, our page-size-only mode 
selection mechanism introduces a mode prediction accuracy from 40%∼100% for both small and 
large pages. To improve the address translation efficiency, the promote/demote scheme is 
applied to STD-TLB atop the page-size-only mode selection mechanism, as presented in 2.2.2.4. 
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Figure 7. Percentage of correct mode configuration for TLB entries. 
 
 
 
2) TLB Miss Rate: Figure 8 depicts the normalized overall miss rate of the TLB hierarchy 
for the tested benchmarks. Due to the larger capacity, standard STT-RAM TLB and STD-TLB 
exhibit significantly lower miss rates than SRAM TLB in 10 out of the 13 benchmarks. In NQU 
and SGEMM, all three designs perform closely because the kernels of these benchmarks exercise 
small working sets that can be effectively accommodated by a small TLB. For MUM, BFS, LIB 
and SAD, standard STT-RAM TLB drastically reduces the miss rate. STD-TLB also 
considerably reduces the miss rate of BFS, LIB, and SAD. But the reduction is less significant 
than standard STT-RAM TLB because of the smaller runtime effective capacity. Under these 
scenarios, the applications typically utilize more large pages with intensively accessed TLB 
entries. On average, standard STT-RAM TLB reduces the miss rate by 38% while STD-TLB 
reduces the miss rate by 30%, compared to the SRAM baseline. 
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Figure 8. TLB miss rate in form of off chip misses compared to all accesses. 
 
 
 
3) Performance: The address translation runtime performance improvements [39] of 
different designs are presented in Figure 9 Standard STT-RAM TLB achieves a significant 
speedup because of the prominent miss rate reduction. Although STD-TLB has a higher miss 
rate, STD-TLB further improves the runtime performance by performing a faster address 
translation for most accesses. We can see that other than two benchmarks – NQU and SGEMM, 
which have relatively small data sets, all other benchmarks experience remarkable runtime 
performance improvements under STD-TLB. On average, standard STT-RAM TLB improves 
the translation performance by 32% over SRAM baseline while STD-TLB further improves it by 
55% and 15% compared to SRAM TLB and standard STT-RAM TLB, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. TLB translation performance improvement. 
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4) Energy: The energy comparison of all designs is shown in Figure 10. Both standard 
STT-RAM TLB and STD-TLB achieve over 70% leakage energy reduction compared to SRAM 
TLB. STD-TLB has slightly higher dynamic energy due to the higher write energy consumption 
in high-performance mode. For benchmarks that exhibit heavy write loads, e.g., NN and SAD, 
STD-TLB consumes considerably more dynamic energy than standard STT-RAM TLB. 
However, dynamic energy increases are negligible for other benchmarks. On average, standard 
STT-RAM TLB and STD-TLB achieve 57% and 49% energy savings over SRAM TLB, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Dynamic and leakage power consumptions for different TLBs. 
 
 
 
5) Energy Delay Product: The overall benefit by both translation performance and energy 
is often denoted by energy delay product (EDP). As illustrated in Figure 11, standard STTRAM 
TLB achieves over 75% EDP reduction w.r.t. SRAM TLB while STD-TLB further boosts it to 
nearly 80%. The significant improvement is mainly from: 1) low leakage power induced by 
STT-RAM technology; 2) low miss rate as a result of the increased TLB capacity; and 3) 
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reduced translation latency. STD-TLB further achieves 13% EDP improvement over STT-RAM 
TLB regardless its nominally increased energy consumption. STD-TLB performs worse than 
standard STT-RAM TLB only in SAD because of the increased dynamic energy and translation 
latency induced by the heavy write loads and high miss rate. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Energy delay product improvements (normalized to SRAM TLB). 
 
 
 
6) System Performance: As shown in Figure 12, standard STT-RAM TLB achieves very 
moderate performance improvement in many benchmarks. It is because modern GPU designs 
intent to hide memory latency, which is the main optimization goal of our proposed techniques. 
However, significant performance improvements are still achieved in some benchmarks like BFS 
(9.2%) and LIB (10.8%). After employing STD-TLB, significant GPU system performance 
improvement is achieved in MUM and STENCIL, say, 15% and 6%, respectively. On average, 
STD-TLB achieves 4% and 2% system performance speedup compared to SRAM TLB and 
standard STT-RAM TLB, respectively. 
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Figure 12. Overall system performance speedup comparison of different TLBs. 
 
 
 
2.3 MLC STT-RAM BASED REGISTER FILE 
2.3.1 Modern GPU register file 
Threads are executed in single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) fashion in GPUs to 
maximize computation parallelism and throughput. Without loss of generality, in this work, we 
adopt the terminologies of Nvidia and use GTX480 [41] in Fermi family as the baseline model. 
A GPU is composed of 16 streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each of which includes one 
GPU processing pipeline. GPU kernel is instantiated with a grid of parallel thread blocks. The 
maximum number of the threads that can be concurrently executed in one thread block is 1024 
with maximum 63 32-bit registers assigned to each thread. 32 threads in one block are grouped 
as a warp to be issued. Before launching a thread block, the CUDA compiler checks the number 
of available registers: if it is smaller than the total register number requested by the thread block, 
the launching will be suspended.  
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As illustrated in Figure 13(a), a GPU processing pipeline includes Instruction Unit, 
Register Address Unit, Register File (RF), and Execution Unit [43]. Instruction Unit decodes 
instructions, and schedules the execution based on additional information like priority and data 
dependency. The instructions selected in a round-robin fashion are sent to Register Address Unit 
at the end of every clock cycle. Accordingly, Register Address Unit accesses the registers in the 
RF. 
The RF in a SM contains 32,768 32-bit registers to hold the instruction operands. Highly 
banked architecture is usually utilized to realize multi-port access in the RF implementation. In 
Fermi architecture, one SM integrates 16 banks, each of which contains 64 entries of 1,024 
single-port SRAM cells (i.e., 32 registers). As shown in Figure 13(b), an operand collector in RF 
is used to collect and dispatch the active warps to available banks. When all the operands have 
been acquired, instructions and operands are output to Execution Unit. 
Very recently, Emerging memories is discussed to be used to implement a much denser 
RF and other types of GPU on-chip memory for power and performance improvement 
[44][45][46][47]. Our proposed MLC-STT-based RF not only further enlarges the potential of 
RF capacity, also successfully overcomes the long write operation and the unbalanced accesses 
to different MLC bits, and demonstrates both power and performance improvement as presented 
in our evaluation. 
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Figure 13. GPU architecture and the register file design in GPU. 
 
 
 
2.3.2 MLC STT-RAM based register file 
Figure 14 illustrates the proposed MLC-STT based register file (MLC-RF) in Fermi 
architecture. Each RF entry contains 1,024 MLC-STT cells, corresponding to 2,048 data bits, 
which can be further divided into two logic entries, a fast row with 1,024 soft-bits and a slow 
row with 1,024 hard-bits. A row decoder is also implemented to support the accesses to the logic 
rows by employing the lowest address bit to control the access to the soft or the hard bits of each 
physical entry.  
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Figure 14. MLC STT-RAM-based register file. 
 
 
 
        Table 4 summarizes the design parameters of 64Kb register banks built with SRAM and 
MLC-STT at 32nm technology node. The results are simulated by CACTI [31] and HSpice with 
PTM [32] under 32nm technology. In MLC-STT design, we assume the area of the big MTJ 
(hard bit) is twice as that of the small MTJ (soft bit), which achieves the best robustness in read 
and write operations [20]. The timing information of sense amplifier is derived from SPICE 
simulations. The adopted RF configuration and area information is obtained through a modified 
NVsim [33]. The area of MLC-STT design is only about 13.8% of that of SRAM design. 
        Write Buffers are adopted in Arbiters to alleviate the impact of slow access time of MLC-
STT design. Each register bank requires one Write Buffer. The Write Buffer temporally holds 
the writeback data until the former write is completed and releases write port. The needed 
number of write buffer entries is determined by the cycles and frequency of MLC-STT write 
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access. Based on the evaluation of the selected benchmarks, a 4-entry Write Buffer is sufficient 
to remove the overflow since writebacks occur infrequently and the RF is highly banked. 
 
 
 
Table 4. Comparison of SRAM and STT-RAM based register banks 
 
 
 
 
           In the original arbiter design in Fermi architecture, a read queue is assigned to each 
register bank to arrange all the read requests from different Operand Collectors in a row. The 
Read Queue structure remains unchanged in our proposed MLCRF, holding read requests when 
awaiting the slow MLC write operations to finish. The introduction of Write Buffer incurs 15% 
increase in MLC-RF bank area. Nonetheless, the overall area of a MLC-RF bank is still less than 
30% of the one of SRAM implementation, mainly benefiting from the high data storage density 
of MLC-STT. 
2.3.2.1  MLC-aware Remapping Strategy 
             Write Buffers enhance the response time of RF but cannot help on reducing the long read 
and write latencies of MLCSTT banks. As aforementioned in 2.1.3, MLC-STT contains soft- and 
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hard-bit rows which have very distinctive read and write performance. It can be beneficial if the 
GPU maximizes the usage of soft-bit rows for sake of system performance and energy 
consumption. In other words, the data (especially the one being accessed frequently) shall be 
mapped to the soft-bit rows before considering the hard-bit rows. In the implementation, run-
time information such as how many registers to be accessed and how many times they will be 
accessed can be obtained from the compiler. During compilation, we first perform profiling on 
the access frequency of all the registers involved during the execution of a kernel. A bitmap 
vector is then generated to record whether a register will be placed in soft-bit row or hard-bit 
row. Once the kernel is offloaded to SMs, such a bitmap vector is copied to a special register and 
guide the register mapping. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 (a) The register bank address remapping algorithm. (b) The hardware implementation 
diagram of remapping. (c) Warp rescheduling. 
 
 
 
           Figure 15(a) depicted the corresponding register file remapping algorithm, which requires 
the support of two mapping tables and one register address unit (RAU), as shown in Figure 
15(b). Remapping is activated only when the register demand exceeds the half capacity of the 
MLC-STT register bank. Otherwise, hard-bit rows will not be utilized. When more than half 
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capacity of the MLC-STT register bank is requested, the frequent-accessed registers will be 
mapped to the soft-bit rows first while the rest will go to the hard-bit rows. The relationship 
between the original address and the mapped physical address is retained in a remapping table. 
Each remapping table entry corresponds to one row in the register bank, including 1 valid bit and 
6-bit mapped address if RF is configured as Fermi architecture. Hence, the size of the remapping 
table is small and the incurred area overhead is negligible. 
2.3.2.2 Warp Rescheduling 
        The long write latency of STT cells (even in the soft-bit rows of MLC-STT) may severely 
degrade the system performance by blocking other accesses to the same register bank. Figure 
15(c) describes such an example, where two warps – W0 and W1, are waiting in the instruction 
buffer in a serial Round Robin manner. Their register requests are mapped to different banks and 
they do not have data dependency with the current warps being executed. When the access to the 
register bank thatW0 requests is held by a writeback from the previous warp, the operand 
fetching of W0 has to wait. Since all the available entries in Scoreboard, Operand Collector, and 
Read Queue have been held by W0, the processing of W1 is stalled at the issue stage even the 
register bank to be accessed by W1 is free. In such a case, we may swap the issue sequence of 
W0 and W1 to avoid the stalling of W1. Based on the above observation, we propose a warp 
rescheduling scheme to minimize the waiting time of the issued warps for register bank access. 
The rescheduling tends to rearrange the issue order of the ready warps by prioritizing the 
accesses to the free register banks. The effectiveness of rescheduling is mainly determined by the 
availabilities of the free register banks and the warps ready to be issued, which are generally 
large in GPU execution. A parameter, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , for each warp is defined to guide warp 
rescheduling as: 
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𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥[𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡[𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖] &𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖[𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖]]             (1) 
Here 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 indicates the remaining cycles to complete the current write operation 
of the register bank, and valid denotes whether the warp has a register request from this bank. 
𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 labels the register bank and is determined by the identifier of the register (𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟_𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖) by: 
𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃_𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 = reg_id % bank_number                            (2) 
Here 𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the total number of register banks in one SM, which is 16 in 
Fermi architecture. As shown in Figure 15(c), a bank status table is added in Instruction Unit to 
assist acquiring the 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 of each register bank. 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 is updated by RF whenever 
new write requests arrive and automatically counts down every cycle. 
During scheduling, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 will be checked whenever warps are going to scoreboard 
for data dependency check. As shown in Eq. (1), the maximum 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 will be chosen as the 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 of a warp. The warp will be managed to issue only when its 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 smaller than 
a threshold. If a warp failed to pass the 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 checking, it will remain in Instruction Buffer 
and wait for next round check. The scheduler will continue to check the next available warp until 
one available warp is issued successfully. Note that data dependency checking and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 
checking can be performed simultaneously. Hence, no timing overhead on scheduling step is 
introduced. We run extensive experiments and found that 5 is the optimal value of the 
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 threshold which maximizes the system performance and energy efficiency of our 
design.  
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2.3.3 Evaluation 
2.3.3.1 Evaluation Setup 
We implement all the designs on GPGPU-sim [36], a cycle accurate GPU performance 
simulator, for system functionality verification and performance evaluation. The baseline GPU is 
configured as Nvidia GTX480 [41]. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of our system 
configuration. Loose round-robin (LRR) scheduler, which is widely adopted in GPU warp 
scheduling, is selected as the basic scheduler. The SM operating frequency is set to 700MHz. 
The parameters of the RF are generated from a modified NVsim [33] at 32nm technology node. 
The STT device parameters from [32][42] are adopted for cell area estimation. The detailed 
configurations of register banks can refer to Table 5. 
 
 
 
Table 5. GPGPU-sim configuration 
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Ten GPU workloads from [36][40] are selected in our performance evaluations. Table 6 
shows that the register file usages of the selected workloads vary from 27.2% to 92.9%, which 
offers a good coverage on all representative cases.  
 
 
 
Table 6. Characteristics and register file usage statistics of 10 selected GPU benchmarks 
 
 
 
 
2.3.3.2 System Performance 
            Figure 16 summarizes the GPU performance with different register file configurations 
over the selected benchmarks. All the results are normalized to that of the baseline with SRAM 
register file (“SRAM”). As the area of MLC-STT implementation only occupies 13.85% of 
SRAM, it explores the possibility of a larger register file to support more threads operating at the 
same time. We build a same-sized (2MB), a 2x (4MB) and a 4x (8MB) RFs to find the proper 
configuration. It shows that simply replacing SRAM with same-sized MLC-STT without any 
optimizations (“MLC”) result in an average 11.4% performance degradation. In particular, 
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significant system performance degradation (>14%) was observed in the applications that have 
intensive register file accesses, e.g., MRI-Q and BLK, due to the long read and write access 
latencies of MLC-STT. As increasing RF size, some benchmarks with high register file usage 
archive better performance due to more threads operating at the same time. HOT, LBM, and BP 
even outperform the SRAM baseline. But the performance stops improving when the capacity of 
RF is larger than 4MB since the number of concurrently executed threads is limited by other 
resources like shared memory. Hence, we use 4MB RF configuration in the following 
experiments. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. System performance comparison under different register file configurations. All the 
results are normalized to that of SRAM baseline design. 
 
 
 
          Interestingly, NN also shows performance improvement even its RF usage is only 27.2% 
across all kernels. Our detailed analysis found that the RF usage of NN is concentrated on only 
one kernel. Hence, the increased RF capacity greatly raises the number of the threads that can be 
issued on that kernel, resulting in considerable performance improvement. 
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When remapping strategy is applied (“MLC+RM”), the twostep read and write operations of 
MLC-STT RF are minimized, introducing on average 3.59% enhancement in system 
performance compared to “MLC”. Remapping is particularly effective in the benchmarks 
sensitive to RF access latency: In SC and HOT, for example, the performance improvements 
w.r.t. “MLC” are as high as 7.5% and 7.01%, respectively. 
           After applying the rescheduling scheme (“MLC+RM+RS”), the GPU performance 
substantially improves 7.35% compared to “MLC+RM”. Among five register-hungry 
benchmarks (MRI-Q, HOT, NN, LBM, and BP), MLC+RM+RS even outperforms SRAM 
baseline quite significantly, say, on average 10.4% speedup! Across all benchmarks, 
MLC+RM+RS still outperform SRAM baseline by 3.28%. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. The statistics of soft-/hard-bit row accesses with/without remapping. 
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2.3.3.3 Effectiveness of Remapping and Rescheduling 
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed remapping strategy, we compare the 
ratio of the accesses and the usage of the hard-bit and soft-bit rows in each benchmark before 
and after the remapping strategy is applied. Figure 17 shows the statistical results. Without 
remapping, on average 53.3% of accesses fall on soft-bit rows, accounting for 50.2% of register 
bank entries in use , while the RF accesses are evenly distributed to soft-bit and hard-bit rows. 
The situation changes dramatically after applying the remapping strategy: the accesses to soft-bit 
rows are greatly promoted to 96.6% as averagely 94.1% of overall soft-bit rows are occupied. 
The effectiveness of the proposed rescheduling scheme can be represented by 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 
of each warp after it is issued. As shown in Figure 18, originally majority (>80%) of issued 
warps need to wait for more than one cycle before successfully retrieving the operands from the 
RF. After applying the rescheduling, more than 50% warps can immediately access the RF while 
the maximum 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏_𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 of all the warps reduces from more than 12 cycles down to 5 cycles. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Rescheduling influence on timescore of issued warps. 
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2.3.3.4 Energy Consumption and Energy Efficiency 
Figure 19 shows the energy consumption of the RF with different configurations 
normalized to SRAM baseline, including both dynamic and leakage energies. The leakage 
energy consumption of the RF dramatically reduces when MLC-STT is directly applied thanks to 
the non-volatility of STT-RAM, but dynamic energy consumption is increased due to the 
complex 2-step write and read operations. On average, MLC increases the total energy 
consumption by 16.2%. 
In general, the dynamic energy of MLC-STT RF dramatically reduces when remapping 
strategy is applied: On average, MLC+RM consumes 9.48% less energy than SRAM. Note that 
rescheduling scheme does not reduce the number of write operations. Hence, it does not affect 
energy dissipation visibly. All the simulations above have taken into account the energy 
consumed on the additional control circuits. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Register Energy consumption under different register file configurations. All the results 
are normalized to that of SRAM baseline design. 
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Figure 20. Normalized energy efficiency. 
 
 
 
In this work, we use the ratio of the normalized performance over energy from [48] to 
measure the energy efficiency of our proposed MLC-STT RF design. Figure 20 shows the 
normalized energy efficiency of various RF configurations with and without optimizations. Our 
design, i.e., MLC-STT RF with remapping strategy and rescheduling scheme (“MLC+RM+RS”), 
achieves the best energy efficiency in 7 out of 10 benchmarks. On average, it is 38.9% more 
efficient than SRAM baseline. 
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3.0  EMERGING MEMORY APPLICATION FOR ACCELERATION 
3.1 PRELIMENARY  
3.1.1 Artificial neural network 
Artificial neural network (ANN) can be also considered as one kind of approximate computing 
with high adaptivity to many high-performance applications [51]. The inherent resilience to soft 
and hard errors in computation makes ANN a promising solution to conquer the aggravated 
system reliability issue under the highly-scaled technology nodes [52]. 
MLP belongs to feedforward ANNs that have been widely utilized in approximate 
computing [49][50]. It maps a set of input data to outputs through multiple layers of nodes in a 
directed graph, in which every layer is fully connected to the next layer. Figure 21(a) shows an 
example of 3-layer MLP implementation. The input nodes collect and convey the input bits to 
the following layer through the weighted connections. A weighted connection (or synapse) is 
associated with a preset weight to modulate the carried signal. Except for the input nodes, each 
node represents a neuron with a nonlinear activation function, e.g., a sigmoid function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) =
1
1+𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥
 on the sum of all the signals it receives. 
AAM is normally used as recurrent neural networks, performing pattern recognition and 
completion [53]. Figure 21(b) shows a Hopfield network acting as an AAM. Each pair of 
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neurons in the network are bridged through a weighted connection. An input vector distorted by 
noises or other randomness will go through the network iteratively and converge to the closest 
version of the vector pattern. In general, the non-iterative MLP implementation executes faster 
than the iterative AAM implementation while the latter is much more dependable due to its 
inherent fault tolerance characteristic. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. (a) A 3-layer MLP; (b) A 1-layer AAM with 4 neurons. 
 
 
 
As an important operation of ANN, training determines the weight associated with each 
connection and prepares the ANN to properly respond to certain unseen data with desired 
outputs. The completion of training makes the ANN properly respond to certain unseen data with 
the desired outputs. In this work, we adopt back-propagation and delta rule [54] to perform the 
training of MLP and AAM. Our architecture level contributions mainly focus on the 
testing/computation process of the ANN by assuming the RENO has been trained by supervised 
algorithms for specific applications. No further modification on the configuration of RENOs is 
required during the computation except for the inline. 
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3.1.2 Memristor and memristor-based crossbar (MBC) 
Memristor is defined as the 4th fundamental circuit element whose resistance 
(memristance) is determined by the total electric charge/flux through itself [55]. The existence of 
memristor was predicted in theory by Professor Chua in 1971 [55]. In 2008, HP Labs first 
reported a memristor device based on a TiO2 structure [56]. Afterwards, the memristive 
characteristic was observed in many other materials. In theory, a memristor can be programmed 
to any arbitrary resistance within its lowest and highest bounds by appropriately controlling the 
amplitude and duration of the programming current/voltage [57][58]. The recent research has 
obtained 7-bit programming resolution on a single memristor device [59] with sophisticated 
peripheral circuit. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22 (a) A 4x4 MBC array; (b) the neuron logic. 
 
 
 
Similar to biological synapses, a memristor device can “record” the historical profile of 
the applied excitations as its resistance change. This feature inspired many studies on memristor-
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based synapse designs [60][61][62]. For example, memristors can be employed in spiking 
networks and trained by using spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) learning rule 
[61][62][63][64]. Moreover, the recent studies presented the use of MBCs in perceptron network 
construction [65][66], and demonstrated extremely efficient, accurate, and fast ANN 
implementations. Figure 22 depicts the diagram of a MBC which represents the connections 
between two layers in a MLP. The relationship between the input voltages (𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 ) and output 
voltages (𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙) can be defined as: 
𝑽𝑽𝒐𝒐 = 𝑪𝑪×𝑽𝑽𝒊𝒊                                                     (3) 
Here 𝐶𝐶 is the connection matrix. In a real design, due to the existence of sensing circuits 
at the outputs of the MBC, the relationship between the connection matrix and the resistance 
matrix of a MBC is not a direct one-to-one mapping but an approximation. The implementation 
of a N-layer MLP requires 𝑁𝑁 − 1 MBC arrays connected in series. A large volume of ANN 
computations (i.e., weight multiplications) can be simultaneously performed by the MBC in 
analog form without any internal control logics. In this work, we adopt the MBC programming 
method in [66] where an adaptive write driver [59][58] is used to program the memristors to 
particular resistance states and many memristors on the same row are tuned simultaneously. In 
such a design, the sneak path issue is significantly suppressed. 
3.2 THE RENO ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 23 depicts the proposed RENO structure. It works as a complementary functional 
unit to CPU and particularly accelerates ANN-relevant executions. In the design, memristor-
based crossbar (MBC) arrays are used to perform analog neuromorphic computation. And a 
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mixed-signal interconnection network (M-net) is developed to connect the MBC arrays and 
conduct the topological reconfiguration of RENO. To receive command and data and send result 
back to processor in digital form, input, output and configuration FIFOs are located at the 
interface of RENO. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23 RENO architecture. 
 
 
 
3.2.1 Hierarchical structure of MBC arrays 
The hierarchical MBC array structure adopted in the RENO is depicted in Figure 23. 
MBC arrays are arranged in a metamorphous centralized mesh (MCMesh) manner to minimize 
the cost of the interconnection network [70]. A RENO is composed of four array groups, each of 
which is formed with four MBC arrays connected through a group router. Here an MBC array is 
partitioned into four sub-crossbars to implement the multiplication of the combination of the 
signed signals and the signed synaptic weights. In this work, the optimized MBC design has 64 
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rows and 64 columns. As we shall show in Section 6.4, such a design offers a good compromise 
between performance and reliability. Moreover, it covers the majority of learning applications 
where 80% of them have less than 60 neurons in the input layer [52]. Applications requiring 
larger connection matrices can be partitioned into smaller tasks and executed on multiple MBC 
arrays simultaneously or sequentially. 
        Without losing generality, we use a connection matrix 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 as an example to explain how 
to map a connection matrix to the MBC arrays. Here n and m denote the numbers of neurons in 
the input and output layers of the connection matrix, respectively. If  max (𝑏𝑏,𝑡𝑡) ≤ 64, 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 
can be directly mapped to a 64×64 MBC array; if 64 < 𝑏𝑏 ≤ 128 and 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 64 or if 64 < 𝑡𝑡 ≤128  and 𝑏𝑏 ≤ 64 , 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚  can be mapped to two MBC arrays; an even larger 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚  need be 
partitioned into more MBC arrays and mapped into different MBC groups. 
3.2.2 Mixed-signal interconnection network (M-Net) 
3.2.2.1 Digital, analog, or mixed-signal? 
The signal transmission within a RENO can be realized in either digital or analog form. 
Digital signal transfer has good controllability and supports high-frequency operations. However, 
as the computation of MBC arrays is in analog form, DA/AD conversions are required at the 
interface of MBC arrays and routers, which inevitably degrades the signal precision and results 
in significant area and power overheads. The small footprint of the MBC arrays limits the data 
communication distance, e.g., within 0:53mm, making it possible to transfer the computational 
signals in analog form. Moreover, the impact of signal distortion generated during the analog 
signal transmission on computation reliability can be tolerated by the intrinsic high fault 
resistance of ANN algorithms. 
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We propose a mixed-signal interconnection network called M-Net to assist the task 
mapping and data migration in the MBC arrays. M-Net maintains the data in analog form while 
transfers the control and routing information in digital form so as to simplify the synchronization 
and communication between CPU and routers. More specific, the signal communication is fully 
conducted through routers, each of which is divided into digital control logic and analog data 
path. 
Figure 23 also shows the centralized hierarchical MBC array architecture where the data 
communication is performed at both inter-group and intra-group levels. The central router 
connects to the CPU and all the group routers. Each group router talks to the four local MBC 
arrays within the group, three other group routers, and the central router. Such a centralized 
scheme maximizes the number of parties that each router communicates with, minimizes the 
effective communication distance and the hop count, mitigates the bottleneck effect of the central 
router, and simplifies the control complexity. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24 The mixed-signal router design: (a) architecture; (b) the digital controller. 
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3.2.2.2 Router design 
Figure 24(a) shows the group router design. Its analog data path consists of input buffers 
and data multiplexer/switches. Each input port can receive up to 64 analog signals corresponding 
to a set of the inputs/outputs of a MBC array, referred as a packet. During RENO operations, a 
switched-op-amp (SOP) based sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit (see Figure 24(a) [72]) serves as an 
analog buffer, which holds and passes the analog data to the next destined MBC array or router. 
The S/H circuit adopts a pseudo-differential topology and turns off the transistor in saturation 
region. Such a design substantially minimizes the nonlinear distortion of the stored analog data 
caused by charge injection and clock feedthrough error, maintaining a good signal quality [72]. 
Figure 24(b) depicts the conceptual implementation of a 8×8  multiplexer based on 
transmission-gate based analog crossbar switches. The multiplexer can dynamically establish the 
routing path from one input port to one output port under the guidance of the digital control logic. 
64 copies of such a multiplexer are required at each port of a group router to transmit a packet of 
up to 64 signals simultaneously.  
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Figure 25. The analog component design in the mixed-signal router: (a) the transmission path; (b) 
the crossbar-based multiplexer. 
 
 
 
The digital controller of a router is shown in Figure 25(b). The routers in the RENO are 
responsible for not only data transferring as traditional Network-on-Chip (NoC) does, but also 
routing information processing. Thus, a work queue (WQ) is introduced. Once the WQ receives 
the routing information of a data packet, it will decode the information to generate the control 
signals of other components in the router. The routing path configuration in the multiplexer is 
controlled through a switch allocator (SA). Each WQ entry is associated with a multi-bit 
computing counter (CO) to monitor the computation status of a local MBC array by counting the 
number of the executed loops. In this work, we utilize a 7-bit CO (supporting up to 128 loops) 
because all the selected benchmarks can complete executions within 100 loops. As a local MBC 
array approaches to the end of its computation, the CO notifies its WQ. The computation result 
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will be sent to the CPU or another MBC group with the routing information generated by packet 
generator (PG). At this time, the corresponding WQ entry is released and the updated routing 
information remains in the group router. Status recorder (SR) logs and broadcasts the availability 
of a local MBC array to all the connected routers. 
The central router design is similar to that of the group router except that the central 
router is only responsible for establishing the data paths between the CPU and the four group 
routers. Although the group routers work independently, all the MBC arrays can perform 
computation simultaneously. 
3.2.2.3 Routing management 
 Figure 26 shows the format of the routing information adopted in RENO, including 1-bit 
valid bit (V), 1-bit routing field (H), address field (Addri), and looping field (Loop). An address 
field contains 5 bits: Addri [1:0] identifies the group router, Addri[3:2] denotes a MBC array 
within the group, and Addri [4] indicates if the data shall be sent back to CPU. Corresponding to 
the CO design, the looping field contains 7 bits supporting up to 128 loops. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Routing information format. 
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Bit H represents the type of ANN implementations (MLP or AAM) and determines the 
format of routing information. The MLP configuration does not require looping field. The 
address fields of MLP include the addresses of the MBC arrays that the data will go through and 
the address representing the CPU. The AAM configuration needs both address and looping fields 
to guide the destined router address and the related number of computation loops, respectively. A 
routing information always ends at CPU address, indicating the completion of data transmission. 
Once an input data packet goes through the corresponding router, these address and looping 
fields can be recycled by the PG. 
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL METHDOLOGY 
3.3.1 Circuit level implementation and simulation 
We created a Verilog-A memristor model by adopting the device parameters from [64] 
and scaling them to 65nm node based on the resistance and device area relation revealed by the 
physical experiments in [73]. All the RENO circuit components, including MBC, analog buffer, 
switch, sum amplifier, and sigmoid circuit, are designed with SMIC 65nm technology [74]. To 
achieve high-speed and small form factor, we adopt the flash analog-digital converter (ADC) and 
current steering digital-analog converter (DAC) [75] in our design. The resolution of DAC/ADC 
is set to 4-bit to comply with the data resolution required by the selected benchmarks. As 
depicted in Figure 23(a), a MBC array receives input data from the DAC and sends the 
computation result to the ADC. The DAC at the input side is coupled with a cascoded current to 
boost the output impedance. At the output side of the MBC array, a signal passes through an 
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amplifier (Amp) and a sample-and-hold (S/H) before reaching the ADC. The Amp boosts up the 
input signal to match with the ADC input window and performs correlated-double-sampling 
(CDS) to mitigate the DC offset caused by mismatch [76], while the S/H ensures a stable input 
during the analog-to-digital conversion. We estimate the delay and power of all these 
components and extract the layout areas under Cadence Virtuoso environment [77]. The detailed 
design parameters and area estimation can be found in Table 7. 
The area of a RENO is mainly occupied by the routers. An analog signal transmission 
model is created to simulate the analog signal transmission in the concerned distance, e.g., 
among the routers. Our simulation shows that a voltage swing between 0V and 1V can be 
transferred from one end of an interconnection of 0.53mm to the other end in 0.5ns, after 
considering signal fluctuations. 
 
 
 
Table 7. The simulation platforms 
 
 
 
 
All the major noise resources, including 1= f noise in amplifier, thermal noise produced 
by memristor and amplifier, and quantization noise caused by ADC, have been evaluated. The 
result shows that the quantization noise up to 18mV dominates the overall noise while the other 
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two noises are negligible. Such noise magnitude is much smaller than the resolution of 4-bit 
DAC/ADC (62.5mV) so that the introduced impact remains under a tolerable level in RENO 
operations. Finally, the device mismatch can be calibrated by a predetermined look-up table [78]. 
Reliability analysis is conducted using Monte-Carlo simulations. We assume both the 
resistance of the memristors and the analog inputs of the MBCs follow normal distributions. In 
each Monte-Carlo simulation, the initial memristor resistance of a MBC sample is fixed as it is 
decided by the offline training. Instead, the signal fluctuation is generated on-the-fly during the 
entire RENO execution. 
3.3.2 Benchmarks 
        We choose seven representative learning benchmarks in our evaluations, as summarized in 
Table 8. Cancer, gene, mushroom and thyroid are selected from Proben1 [79]. connect-4 and 
lymphography from UCI machine learning repository [80] are tailored for neural network 
implementation. MNIST [81] is a widely-used benchmark of learning and recognition 
algorithms1. 
        We implement all the selected benchmarks by using MLP and AAM models and measure 
the execution quality in classification rate. These benchmarks naturally come with training and 
testing inputs, and we further divide the training vector into an actual training set and a so-called 
validation set which is used to evaluate the quality of a network. 
         ANN topology for each application is optimized based on FANN library [82] by 
comprising training time, computation accuracy, and network size. The enhanced device 
variation and signal noise aware MBC training scheme [54] is utilized to ensure training 
robustness. We define training error as the mean square error (MSE) between the actual and 
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target outputs under the training vectors. Table 8 summarizes the implementation details and the 
initial training errors. 
 
 
 
Table 8. The Description and Implementation Details of the Seven Selected Benchmarks 
 
 
 
 
3.3.3 Architecture level simulation setup 
We modify MacSim [83], a PIN-based [84] cycle-level X86 simulator, by adding a cycle-
accurate RENO module to conduct architecture level evaluations. The CPU is configured as an 
Intel Atom [85]-liked processor. The RENO-supported functions within a target code shall be 
identified and translated to RENO instructions. During trace generation, the modified PIN tool 
generates the simulation trace by replacing the RENO-supported functions with the 
corresponding RENO instructions according to the selected ANN topology in the specific 
application. Since all the selected benchmarks are ANN oriented, on average, 99% of execution 
time is consumed on running the target codes. Thus, in the following evaluations, the execution 
time of the target codes is used to represent the overall performance. Table 7 summarizes the 
parameters of our simulation platform.  
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Table 9. The Simulation Platforms 
 
 
 
 
The energy consumption of the CPU core is estimated using McPAT [86]. We generate a 
detailed log of RENO utilization during the execution so that the energy consumption of the 
RENO can be calculated based on the characterized results from our circuit level simulations. 
The data traffic and the power consumption of the M-Net within the RENO are simulated by a 
modified Booksim simulator [87]. 
3.3.4 Implementation of other design alternatives 
        We also explore the potential of RENO by comparing with other ANN accelerator designs. 
First, we construct a digital neural processing unit (D-NPU) which adopts the RENO topology 
but replaces MBC arrays with digital processing elements (PEs) [68], as shown in Figure 27. 
Accordingly, the interconnect network is designed in digital format (namely, D-Net). To perform 
a fair comparison, the input/output FIFO and weight cache of each PE are scaled up to match the 
computational capacity of a MBC array. The latency and power of a PE are extracted from a 
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Verilog-HDL model synthesized with SMIC 65nm library using VCS and Design Compiler. The 
detailed D-NPU configuration is summarized in Table 7. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27. A D-NPU design built with digital PEs in [68]. 
 
 
 
        To study the efficacy of M-Net, we construct an alternative design by solely replacing the 
M-Net in RENO with D-Net. The MBC arrays remain as the computing units. D-Net keeps the 
same topology and function as M-Net by transmitting both data and control signals between CPU 
and MBC arrays in digital format. To minimize the design cost of data bus while maintaining the 
same bandwidth, digital data can be packed and transmitted at a higher frequency. The 
evaluation in Booksim [87] shows that operating the D-Net with input buffers at 1.332GHz 
offers the similar transmission capacity as M-Net. Essentially, the boundary of digital and analog 
domains moves from CPU↔RENO to D-Net↔MBC arrays in such a “MBCs+D-Net” design. In 
other words, DAC/ADC pairs are required at the interface of each router and frequent DA/AD 
conversions before/after any MBC-based computation are indispensable. Compared to M-Net, 
digital transmission on D-Net suppresses signal precision loss and simplifies router design. 
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However, the increased number of DA/AD converters dramatically increases the design area and 
power consumption overheads of the non-computing parts, as illustrated in Table 5. 
 
3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We investigate the design and optimization of RENO by thoroughly evaluating the 
impacts of MBC training effort, device variations and signal fluctuations, MBC array size, and 
memristor resistance shifting. The potentials of RENO from the perspectives of computation 
accuracy, performance, and energy consumption are also comprehensively explored by 
comparing to the general-purpose CPU and two other ANN accelerators: D-NPU and MBCs+D-
Net.  
3.4.1 MBC training effort 
The computation accuracy and energy consumption of the RENO are greatly influenced 
by the precision of the input signal and the training effort which can be measured by the size of 
training data set used in MBC array training. The resolutions of the computation data are 
naturally provided in the selected benchmarks, which are all less than or equal to 4-bit. Thus, we 
fix the DAC/ADC resolution to 4-bit and focus on the impact of the training effort in the 
following evaluations. 
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Figure 28. The normalized classification rates of (a) MLP and (b) AAM under different MBC 
training efforts. The DAC/ADC resolution is set to 4-bit. 
 
 
 
            For a specific benchmark, the computation accuracy can be improved by increasing the 
size of training data set. However, the computation accuracy will saturate to level when the 
number of the training data reaches a threshold, i.e., the saturated training data set size. Figure 
28. The normalized classification rates of (a) MLP and (b) AAM under different MBC training 
efforts. The DAC/ADC resolution is set to 4-bit. Figure 28 (a) and (b) respectively compare the 
computation accuracy (i.e., the classification rate) degradations of MLP and AAM 
implementations under different training efforts. The classification rates have been normalized to 
the ideal case that the execution is performed by the floating-point unit of the CPU. Here the 
training effort is normalized to the saturated training data set size of each benchmark. Applying 
100% training effort will produce a normalized classification rate very close to the ideal case. 
The classification rate decreases as the training effort reduces due to the degraded training 
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accuracy. Generally, the MLP implementation is more sensitive to the variation of training effort. 
In particular, gene, mnist and mushroom experience considerable reduction in classification rate 
due to their large network scale. When the training effort is set to 70%, the normalized 
classification rate is maintained above 86% for all benchmarks. Further reducing the size of 
training data set will quickly deteriorate the RENO computation accuracy. 
Benefiting from the iterative feedback loop, the AAM implementation demonstrates 
much better computation accuracy than the MLP implementation under the same training 
accuracy. For the AAM implementations, the average classification rate of all benchmarks keep 
above 83% even the training effort is as low as 50%. In the following evaluations, we set a 
training effort of 70% which can simultaneously satisfy the computation accuracy requirements 
of both MLP and AAM implementations with reasonable hardware and performance overheads 
of training. 
3.4.2 Impact of device variations and signal fluctuations 
Figure 29 illustrates the impacts of device variations and signal fluctuations on the 
computation accuracy of RENOs. Here 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 denotes the standard deviation of memristor resistance 
incurred by process variations; sf denotes the standard deviation of the magnitude of the analog 
signals generated from DA/AD conversion, routing/buffering, sum-amplifier and sigmoid 
function. Since 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 has greater impact on the computation accuracy of MBCs than 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 [54], we 
choose very pessimistic settings of sf in our simulations to cover even the very extreme cases. 
As expected, the increase of device variations and signal fluctuations generally degrades 
the computation accuracy of the RENO with both MLP and AAM implementations. 
Interestingly, the normalized classification rate of mnist degrades slightly faster than other 
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benchmarks, indicating a less robust ANN topology. Nonetheless, both MLP and AAM 
implementations maintain a very moderate computation accuracy deterioration when 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 and 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 
are within a realistic range, i.e., 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 =0.05 and 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓  =0.1. Again, the AAM implementation 
demonstrates better tolerance to process variations and signal fluctuations than the MLP. We 
note that after this section, all the simulations are performed by considering only a nominal case. 
However, the statistical analysis can be easily conducted by following the same flow that 
generates Figure 28. 
 
Figure 29. The impact of device variations and signal fluctuations on computation accuracy: (a) 
MLP, (b) AAM. 
3.4.3 Impact of MBC sizes 
On one hand, increasing MBC size improves the computation efficiency of the RENO as 
more calculations can be performed simultaneously. It also helps to reduce the overheads of the 
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computation partitioning and the signal routing among MBCs if the scale of the ANN topology is 
larger than the MBC size. On the other hand, a larger MBC is more vulnerable to process 
variations and signal fluctuations, resulting in a worse programming quality. Moreover, when the 
MBC size exceeds the scale of the ANN topology, part of power consumption and computation 
capacity of the RENO will be wasted. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. The normalized RENO performance at different MBC sizes in (a) MLP and (b) AAM 
implementations. The results of 64x64 MBC is used as normalization baseline. The classification rate at 
different MBC sizes in (c) MLP and (d) AAM. 
 
 
 
In Figure 30, we compare the execution time and the classification rate of all benchmarks 
when the MBC size varies from 16x16 to 128x128. For a fair comparison, we keep the same 
computation capacity under all simulated MBC size configurations and adjust the routing 
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topology accordingly. For example, when 32x32 MBC is used, a RENO contains 64 MBC arrays 
and extends M-Net to connect all the arrays accordingly. Here sp and sf are set to 0.05 and 0.1, 
respectively. As the MBC size increases, the RENO performance of a particular benchmark 
keeps improving until the MBC size exceeds the largest scale of the ANN topology. Therefore, 
continuing to increase the MBC size does not further enhance the RENO performance. 
Nonetheless, the aggravated vulnerability of the RENO to process variations and signal 
fluctuations at a large MBC size causes slight degradation on the classification rate, as shown in 
Figure 30(c,d). Thus, in this work, we selected 64x64 MBCs as the optimized configuration that 
offers the balanced computation efficiency and accuracy.  
3.4.4 Comparison to other design alternatives 
Figure 31 compares the performance, energy efficiency, and classification rate of three 
ANN accelerator designs: D-NPU, MBC+D-Net, and RENO. Here, the energy efficiency is 
defined as the inverse of system energy consumption. The performance and energy efficiency are 
normalized to those obtained from the baseline CPU execution, which is, running the MLP/AAM 
implementation exclusively on the CPU based on FANN library. The results show that all the 
three ANN accelerators dramatically speedup the execution of the selected ANN benchmarks 
with slight degradation in computation accuracy compared to the baseline CPU. 
As shown in Figure 31 (a,b), the geometric mean speedup (GMS) achieved by D-NPU in 
digital format is 11.9x or 1.7x for MLP or AAM implementation, respectively. As a PE can 
process only one multiply-add operation per cycle, the computation bandwidth of D-NPU is 
relatively limited compared to the other two designs. MBCs+D-Nets utilizes MBC arrays for 
analog computation, which dramatically boosts the GMS of its MLP and AAM implementations 
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to 117.2x and 20.1x, respectively. Compared with MBCs+D-Nets, the proposed RENO 
minimizes the costly DA/AD conversions and hence demonstrates even higher speedup: The 
corresponding GMS values further rise to 178.41x (MLP) and 27.06x (AAM). Relatively 
speaking, the AAM implementations obtain less speedup due to the costly iterations during the 
computation. The MLP implementations, however, achieve much faster execution because all the 
inputs traverse the network only once. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31. The performance speedup, energy efficiency and classification rate of three ANN 
accelerator designs with MLP (a,c,e) and AAM (b,d,f) implementations 
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Figure 31 (c,d) compare the energy efficiency result of each design, which demonstrates 
a trend very similar trend in the performance results. Compared to the baseline CPU architecture, 
MLP and AMM implementations of RENO achieve on average 184.24x and 25.23x energy 
savings, respectively. The energy efficiency of RENO is more than 2x higher than that of 
MBC+D-Net due to the dramatically reduced DA/AD conversion overhead. Note that in MLP, 
the energy efficiency of D-NPU under MNIST is higher than that of MBCs+D-Net. It is because 
the partitioning of MNIST onto multiple MBCs introduces considerably large amount of data 
traffic among the MBCs and hence, significantly raises the AD/DA energy consumption in 
MBCs+D-Net. 
Figure 31 (e,f) compare the classification rate of each designs. In MLP implementations, 
RENO demonstrates the lowest computation accuracy. The computation accuracy is enhanced in 
MBC+D-Net design by utilizing digital network for signal transmission. As expected, the full 
digital implementation of D-NPU achieves the highest classification rate in all benchmarks. In 
AAM implementations, the three designs all obtain very high (i.e., 92%) classification rate in all 
benchmarks. The classification rates achieved in each design are also very close, say, with a 
variation less than 2.8%. This is because AAM can automatically compensate the adverse impact 
of the less reliable executions in each loop on the computation accuracy, by paying the cost of 
more iterations. As shown in Figure 31(a,b), compared to MBC+D-Net, the performance 
speedup achieved by RENO in the AAM implementation is only 1.3x, which is less than the 1.5x 
speedup achieved in the MLP implementation. In short, RENO exhibits extremely high 
performance and power efficiency while well maintaining the computation accuracy within an 
acceptable level. Moreover, MLP and AAM implementations present different tradeoffs between 
the computation efficiency and accuracy, offering valuable design flexibility adaptive to the 
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nature of the particular applications. For example, when using application (mushroom) to 
discriminate the poisonous mushroom, a user may be willing to tolerate the high computation 
cost of the AAM implementation to achieve a more confident result. In contrast, MLP could be a 
better choice when implementing (connect-4) because the response time is more critical to the 
player. 
3.5 NOC CHALLENGES IN NEUROMORPHIC ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
3.5.1 Background and motivation 
3.5.1.1 Neural networks (NN) and neuromorphic acceleration system 
In this work, we mainly focus on Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), which is a feedforward 
artificial neural network that widely utilized in classification algorithms such as the classification 
layer in deep neural networks (DNN) [95] and convolutional neural networks (CNN)[96], and 
approximate computing[50]. MLP presents not only the basic computation patterns of DNN, i.e., 
matrix multiplication followed by nonlinear activation functions (e.g., sigmoid etc.) at each 
layer, but also the intensive communications within the layers. Figure 32 depicts the hardware 
utilization of Alexnet [97] running on Nvidia GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU [98] where MLP 
processes the largest memory-to-computing ratio. As such a memory-to-computing ratio directly 
links to the traffic intensity of the NoC on a neuromorphic system, we choose MLP as the target 
in our study: the performance of MLP on each design reflects the worst-case efficacy of the 
NoC. 
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Figure 32. Hardware utilization of each layer in DNN. 
 
 
 
Hardware acceleration for neural networks has been extensively studied on not only 
general-purpose platforms, e.g., graphic processing units (GPUs), but also domain-specific 
hardware such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and custom chip (e.g., TrueNorth) 
[92]. On a neuromorphic computing system, data are stored in a distributed manner (i.e., the 
weights of synapses) and participates in the computation through local neurons. Although these 
architectures greatly mitigate the requirement of memory bandwidth, long-range connectivity 
across computation cores emerges as a new challenge in hardware development. For example, in 
IBM TrueNorth system, the local neuronal execution within a neurosynaptic core is extremely 
efficient, while the energy consumption of core-to-core communication increases rapidly with 
the distance between source and destination[100]: an inter-core data transmission could consume 
224X energy of an intra-core one (i.e., 894pJ vs. 4pJ per spike per hop)[100]. As the scale and 
density of the NN increase, more inter-core interconnections are introduced; the effect of long-
range connectivity and communication quickly becomes a severe design challenge. 
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Table 10. GPGPU-SIM configuration 
To overcome this challenge in NN acceleration, both hardware and software solutions are 
explored. The hardware approaches attempt to build a specialized circuit and/or architecture 
including some customized network models. These new models, however, are often inconsistent 
with their state-of-the-art version, resulting in low inference accuracy. In TrueNorth, for 
example, the NNs constructed in the tiled neurosynaptic cores could cause accuracy degeneration 
[99]. On the contrary, the software approaches mainly focus on reducing the scale and 
connectivity of DNN models while still retaining the accuracy [101]. However, implementing 
such pruned models on hardware can be very challenging. Such sparse NNs often generate 
scattered memory access patterns so that the realistic speedup can be very limited [102]. 
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Figure 33. Baseline design of a neuromorphic computing system with NoC. 
 
 
 
3.5.1.2 Motivation of our work 
NoC is a critical part in neuromorphic computing system designs because their data tra_c 
patterns are significantly different from that in conventional multicore systems. Figure 33 depicts 
a neuromorphic computing system that composed of 648 processing engine (PE) [88]. A 9x9 
Mesh NoC, which is the most widely used NoC design in multicore systems, connect these PEs 
and serve as our baseline. The weights are stored in the distributed local memories and fetched 
through a specific high-throughput memory bus within a short distance. The matching relations 
between neuron outputs and weights are stored as the source address information in head flit and 
also the sequential order of fits in a package. 
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Figure 34. The volume of data packages transmitted over different channels; (b) The ratio of 
duplicated data packages. 
 
 
 
In MLP, the neurons in one layer only communicate with the neurons in the next adjacent 
layer. As an initial study, we stimulate the data traffic of 6 selected NN benchmarks running on 
the NoC of the neuromorphic computing system depicted in Figure 33. More details about these 
benchmarks can be found in Table 11. Figure 34(a) shows the result of running mnist_mlp_1 that 
on average, 57.6% of the total data packages travel through only 29% of total channels during 
the NN computation. The data traffic is particularly concentrated on the transmission channels 
that connecting two adjacent layers while the channels between the neurons in one layer are idle 
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most of the time. Obviously such communication pattern leads to very unbalanced traffic 
patterns and causes congestions over the NoC. 
In addition, every neuron in a layer of the NN sends the same value to its connected 
neurons in the next layer. It means that a node of a NoC could broadcast/send multiple packets 
containing the same data to a set of nodes. In our initial study about the 6 fully-connected 
networks, we compare the number of the packets with unique data and the number of the packets 
with the same data but sent to different destination nodes. The results in Figure 34(b) show that a 
significant number of packets are indeed used to deliver the same data to different nodes. Such 
traffic pattern is rare in a conventional computing model and offers a great improvement 
opportunity for the NoC design in neuromorphic computing systems. 
3.5.2 Implementation of Neu-NoC      
3.5.2.1 Hierarchical structure of Neu-NoC 
Our initial analysis of the traffic patterns on traditional mesh NoC in neuromorphic 
systems inspired us to propose Neu-NoC -- an efficient NoC architecture that can suppress 
unnecessary data transfers of the same data and reduce the bandwidth consumption by 
consolidating neurons on the same neural network layer into local nodes. 
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Figure 35. Different Neu NoC organizations of different configuration. 
 
 
 
Figure 35 presents the overview of Neu-NoC architecture. The topology of Neu-NoC is a 
hybrid ring-mesh NoC structure. It consists of local rings and a global mesh that interconnects all 
the local rings. For convenience, here we inherit conventional notation like k-array n-cube [103] 
to describe the proposed hybrid ring-mesh NoC. 𝑏𝑏 is the number of the nodes in a local ring; 𝑏𝑏 
and 𝑡𝑡 represent the numbers of columns and rows of the global mesh, respectively. Figure 35 
shows two configuration examples (𝑏𝑏 = 4 and 𝑏𝑏 = 8) in a neuromorphic system with 64 PEs. In 
Neu-NoC, we use rings to cluster the neurons in the same layer to reduce the number of the data 
packages contenting the same data that need to be transferred: the neurons connected by one ring 
only send one copy of their data to the rings that connect the neurons in the next layer. 
The local ring topology consists of two channels - a channel to receive data and a channel 
to pass the neuron output to the next layer, as shown in Figure 36(a). As a result, the output 
transferring of the neurons does not need to wait until the ring is idle. The traffic stalls are 
greatly reduced. Neu-NoC consists of two types of routers - a ring router connected to the PEs in 
each local ring and a mesh router connected to each local ring and other four mesh routers on its 
four neighbor directions. A block diagram of the router's microarchitecture is shown in Figure 
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36(b). The ring router consists of a 2-to-1 multiplexers, buffers, and function blocks for 
pack/unpacking data packages. Additionally, the ring router supports the arbitration with 
different priorities in Allocation function block, i.e., data packets in-fight always have a higher 
priority than the newly-injected packages. We adopt the typical mesh router design with 
Wormhole flit-based flow control for the global mesh network to maintain high edibility of 
mapping different NN topologies. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36. (a) Hierarchical Neu-NoC; (b) Ring router; (c) Package format. 
 
 
 
3.5.2.2 NN-aware NoC mapping 
a) Effect of NoC mapping 
As the data transmission requirement (e.g., the source and destination neurons, amount of 
data) in a NN will not change during the computation, the data routing path is decided by NN-to-
NoC mapping and routing algorithm. However, normal direct-mapping or random-mapping may 
not be optimal: if the connected neurons are allocated too far away from each other on the NoC, 
a high hop count may be introduced; also, if a large ratio of data packages go through the same 
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paths and follow the same direction, some of the paths may have serious congestion more likely 
than others and become bottleneck of data transmission.  
As we use dimension order routing, only one possible path exists between each pair of 
the connected PEs. We assume that the row and the column numbers of the 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡ℎ PE are 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛,𝑥𝑥 
and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛,𝑥𝑥 , respectively. Correspondingly, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛+1,𝑦𝑦  and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛+1,𝑦𝑦  are the row and the column 
numbers of the 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡ℎ connected PE in the adjacent layer. In a 𝑀𝑀×𝑀𝑀 mesh network that is mapped 
from a MLP, the average number of hops between one layer with 𝑃𝑃 neurons and the adjacent 
layer with 𝑄𝑄 neurons ((𝑃𝑃 + 𝑄𝑄) < (𝑀𝑀×𝑀𝑀)) can be estimated by: 
𝑯𝑯𝒃𝒃𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 = ∑(𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒊𝒊𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽 𝒉𝒉𝒐𝒐𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉+𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝑯𝑯𝒊𝒊𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽 𝒉𝒉𝒐𝒐𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉)
𝑻𝑻𝒐𝒐𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽 𝒃𝒃𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽𝑯𝑯 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝒉𝒉𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉 = ∑ ∑ |𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒃𝒃+𝟏𝟏,𝒚𝒚−𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒃𝒃,𝒙𝒙|+|𝑽𝑽𝒐𝒐𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃+𝟏𝟏,𝒚𝒚−𝑽𝑽𝒐𝒐𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃,𝒙𝒙|𝑷𝑷𝒙𝒙=𝟏𝟏𝑸𝑸𝒚𝒚=𝟏𝟏 𝑴𝑴𝟐𝟐(𝑴𝑴−𝟏𝟏)            
(4) 
The traffic load in each path can be measured by the number of the packages pass through during 
the NN computation, 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚. If any of the paths has more packages need to pass than the 
others, it more likely become the bottleneck of the computation.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Different PE group placement in Neu-NoC for mnist_mlp_2. (a) NN-aware mapping, (b) 
Sequential mapping (MLP topology after mapping: 8-4-1). 
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Here we use an example to illustrate how different mapping schemes influences the 
average hop count and the congestion of the data traffic. Figure 37. Different PE group 
placement in Neu-NoC for mnist_mlp_2. (a) NN-aware mapping, (b) Sequential mapping (MLP 
topology after mapping: 8-4-1). Figure 37 shows the comparison between a random mapping and 
our proposed NN-aware mapping based on the NN topology. Here each square represents a local 
ring network and the number in each square labels the NN layers that the ring network resides on. 
The narrows show the path between routers, and the number on each narrow represents how 
many packages pass through the path at a moment of MLP computation. In direct or random 
mapping scheme, the layers are placed sequentially on the NoC, which may lead to a very high 
number of hops between the PEs in the adjacent layers. Our NN-ware mapping scheme, however, 
allows more PEs to access the PEs in adjacent layers with fewer hops. 
To obtain the minimum hop counts and more balanced NoC, we design a NN-aware 
mapping which leads to the mapping solution with significantly reduced routing distance and 
distributed data traffic among the NoC. As the average distance of data transferring and tra_c 
congestions reduce, the average network latency will decrease too. 
b) Problem formulation and definition 
The problem of mapping a NN onto a NoC is a NP problem. We introduce the following 
definitions to help to formulate the problem that our proposed N-aware mapping algorithm is 
facing to find the optimal NoC mapping solution of the NN: 
Definition 1: A Neural Network Communication Graph (NNCG) is a directed graph 
denoted by 𝐺𝐺(𝑁𝑁,𝐴𝐴), in which each vertex 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 represent one neuron in the NN, and each directed 
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arch 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 models a communication ow from one neuron 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 to one of its connected neurons 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 in 
the next NN layer. 
Definition 2: An architecture characterization graph (ARCG) 𝐺𝐺′(𝑈𝑈, 𝐿𝐿) is also a directed 
graph that represents the physical NoC, where each vertex 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 denotes a node in the NoC and 
each edge 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 represents a physical link.  
Definition 3: For an ARCG 𝐺𝐺(𝑈𝑈, 𝐿𝐿), a deterministic routing function Ɍ:𝑅𝑅 → 𝑃𝑃 maps 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 
to one routing path  𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗, where 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 .  
Based on these definitions, the problem of the NN-aware mapping can be formulated as 
follow: Give an NNCG and an ARCG, we need to find a mapping function 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝()  which 
satisfies: 
𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦 {𝑻𝑻𝑵𝑵𝒐𝒐𝑪𝑪 = ∑ ∑ �𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒃𝒃+𝟏𝟏,𝒚𝒚−𝑯𝑯𝒐𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒃𝒃,𝒙𝒙�+�𝑽𝑽𝒐𝒐𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃+𝟏𝟏,𝒚𝒚−𝑽𝑽𝒐𝒐𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃,𝒙𝒙�𝑷𝑷𝒙𝒙=𝟏𝟏𝑸𝑸𝒚𝒚=𝟏𝟏 𝑴𝑴𝟐𝟐(𝑴𝑴−𝟏𝟏) + 𝑷𝑷𝒃𝒃𝑽𝑽𝒃𝒃𝒉𝒉𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏}                    (5) 
such that: 
𝟑𝟑∀𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒊 ∈ 𝑵𝑵,𝒏𝒏𝒃𝒃𝒉𝒉(𝒏𝒏𝒊𝒊) ∈ 𝑼𝑼               (6) 
∀𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒊 ≠ 𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒊 ∈ 𝑵𝑵,𝒏𝒏𝒃𝒃𝒉𝒉(𝒏𝒏𝒊𝒊) ≠ 𝒏𝒏𝒃𝒃𝒉𝒉(𝒏𝒏𝒋𝒋)                (7) 
∀𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋 ∈ 𝑨𝑨,𝒉𝒉𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋 ∈ 𝑷𝑷𝒊𝒊,𝒋𝒋                 (8) 
The proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The results of the hop count and max data load 
of the selected 6 benchmarks using the proposed NN-aware mapping algorithm are summarized 
in Algorithm 1, which is included and discussed in the next section.  
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Algorithm 1. NN-aware mapping algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
Table 11.  The description and implementation details of the selected benchmarks 
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c) Multicast transmission 
As shown in Figure 37, some of the data packets sent from one neuron to its adjacent 
neurons in the next layer share the same routing path on NoC. For example, all the data packets 
that sent from router 1 to router 10 always go through router9 first and all the data packets sent 
from router 1 to router 11 always go through router 12 first. Since each neuron sends the same 
data to all its connected neurons in the next layer and the corresponding routing path is fixed due 
to xy routing topology, we design a multicast type of data transmission to combine the data 
packets from the same source node into one data packet, which will take same path during 
routing. For simplicity of the hardware, only the data packets that are completely contained by a 
other packet will be merged to the latter one. Table 11 shows the total number of the hops that all 
the generated data packets pass through in an NN computation before and after multicast 
transmission is applied. 
To support the multicast transmission, we redesign the header of packet by introducing a 
bit string encoding scheme to carry multiple destination nodes and add a decoding and bit reset 
function in the router, as shown in Figure 38. In bit string encoding [8], each destination can be 
represented by only one bit. Figure 38 depicts an example of a multicast and its corresponding 
packet header. The length of the encode bit string in the header equals the number of nodes in the 
Mesh NoC; each bit represents a node and setting the bit to 1'b1 means that the node is one of the 
destinations. When a packet arrives at one of its destination, the bit corresponding to the 
destination will be reset to 1'b0. Note that here the packet itself carries all the routing information, 
which must be computed before the packet starts to transfer. Among all the selected benchmarks, 
the longest routing path is 16 links, which exists in alexnet_cnn_cla. 
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Figure 38. MLP topology after mapping: 8-4-1 Multicast and Packet Header Example. 
 
 
 
3.5.2.3 Sparsity-aware traffic reduction 
A DNN learns the object's features in a hierarchical way: concepts represented by the 
feature map of a DNN layer becomes more and more abstract when the layer goes deeper, e.g., 
from edges, shapes, object parts, to objects. As many prior-arts have proven, such highly 
abstracted feature map can be very sparse [104]. Very recently, pruning techniques [105] were 
also proposed to obtain sparse NN for computation cost reduction while still retaining the 
accuracy. The sparsity of the DNN can also help to reduce the traffic on the NoC. 
We introduce a new type of it, namely, all-zero flit, to present a sequence of 0`s in the 
data. The all-zero it can be sent in any order between the head it and the tail flit in a packet. Such 
a scheme allow only one it indicate multiple sequential its of 0`s in the original it designs: We 
add one bit as a ag to denote if the packet is packed with all zero data, and use the payload area 
to denote the number of the continuous 0`s. We implement a function block at each input/output 
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port that connecting the mesh and the local ring to pack/unpack all-zero its, as shown in Figure 
36. The original unpacked data only exists on the local ring bus in order to keep the bus interface 
simple and to reduce the buffer usage of the input/output virtual channel. In the packing block, 
we use a counter to detect the sequence of 0`s and a “pack" signal will be asserted if packing is 
needed. Similarly, in the unpacking block, as soon as an all-zero it is detected, the router will 
unpack the all-zero its and restore the sequence of 0's. The packing/unpacking blocks only 
introduce 3.1% area overhead to the router design.  
Figure 36(c) depicts the format of a data packet. We add a new flit type – “PP” to 
represent the all-zero it in which the 2-bit head is 2'b11 and the “body" gives the number of 0`s. 
The formats of the other flits are similar to that in conventional wormhole flit-based flow control 
NoC. 
3.5.3 Experimental methodology 
In our experiments, we use MLP on MNIST database and the classification layer of 
AlexNet on ImageNet as our NN examples. Structures like those in [106] are also adopted in our 
MLP designs. The only modification is the dimensions of input images: we use the standard 
28x28 images as the 784 input neurons instead of using the distorted 29x29 images in [106]. 
MLPs on MNIST are trained without data augmentation and AlexNet [97] is trained using Caffe. 
During the forwarding of the NNs, we zero out the activations propagated to the hidden layers 
when their absolute values are smaller than a predetermined threshold. We define the accuracy as 
the mean square error (MSE) between the actual and target outputs under the training vectors. 
Table 11 gives the benchmark information such as the implementation details, the initial training 
accuracy, and the accuracy and data traffic information after feature maps are pruned. 
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We modify Booksim [87] -- a cycle-accurate NoC simulator, by adding NN types of 
traffic module to mimic the data transfer in neuromorphic acceleration systems during the 
operations. Each Node is assumed to be a processing engine (PE) that has the design and 
computing ability similar to the one in [88]. A constant delay is added as the calculation delay 
before the output packages are generated when all the input data from the previous layer are 
collected. Table 12 summarizes the parameters of our simulation platforms. The energy 
consumption of the NoC is estimated by also Booksim with 45nm technology. 
 
 
 
Table 12.  The system simulation configuration 
 
 
 
 
3.5.4 Experimental results 
3.5.4.1 Impact of concentration degree 
Allocating more PEs on each ring network not only reduces the redundant data packages 
sent to the PEs of the next NN layer but also reduces the latency and energy overhead of the 
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routing on the global mesh. However, increasing the length of the ring network will also increase 
the wire delay. Figure 39 compares the execution times of all the NN benchmarks using a Neu-
NoC with ring and mesh configurations. Here the total number of the PE is set to 648. When the 
number of PEs located in the same ring increases from 1 to 8, the NoC performance keeps 
improving due to the reduction of the global hops count. However, such trend stops when the 
scale of the ring network is too large (i.e., 16 PEs) so that the increase of the local wire delay has 
surpassed the reduction of the global hops count. Among all the tested benchmarks, 
alexnet_cnn_cla is most sensitive to the scale of the ring network because its large hidden layers 
(with 4096 neurons) fully occupies all the PEs in each ring. In the following experiments, we 
chose 𝑏𝑏 = 8,𝑏𝑏 = 9 as our default configuration which demonstrates the best balance between 
the local wire latency and global hops count. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39. Impact of concentration degree (n=m). 
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3.5.4.2 Impact of feature map sparsity 
We also evaluate the impact of the NN sparsity on the efficacy of Neu-NoC. Here the 
sparsity is defined as the percentage of 0's in the feature map. It is known that increasing the 
sparsity will degrade the accuracy of the NN. However, as shown in Figure 40, the accuracy 
degradation of all the benchmarks can be maintained at a very low level even the corresponding 
NN sparsity is very high: In alexnet_cnn_cla, which is the worst case, the average sparsity is 
78.6% across three feature maps while the incurred accuracy is less than 1%. Figure 40 also 
illustrates the tradeoffs between the sparsity of the NN and its accuracy. In Neu-NoC, we can 
dynamically sparsify the NN by zeroing out any features smaller than a pre-determined threshold 
€. The columns of “Accuracy drop 1%” “Accuracy drop 2%” of Table 11 show the occurrence 
percentages of 4, 8, and 16 0's in sequence after NN pruning with 1% accuracy drop. The ratios 
between the corresponding traffic and the baseline traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Accuracy impact of feature map sparsity (y-axis: sparsity). 
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3.5.4.3 Effectiveness of NN-aware mapping 
Figure 41 illustrates the impacts of different NN mapping schemes on the average latency 
of packet transmission in Neu-NoC in the simulated neuromorphic acceleration system. Here x-
axis is the data injection rate of the input neurons of the first layer, which is defined as the 
number of packets are inputted in each node in every cycle. The injection of the data 
transmission between the NN layers is triggered after the neuron collects all the inputs from the 
previous layer. To illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed NN-aware mapping, we compare 
the average packet latency of NN-aware mapping with that of a random mapping which 
randomly map the neurons to the accelerators and a naive sequence mapping places the neurons 
in the sequence of the accelerators' addresses. As shown in Figure 41, NN-aware mapping 
always achieves the best performance in all 6 tested benchmarks as well as the best tolerance to 
the traffic load (data injection rate) increase. For example, in 5 out of 6 benchmarks, the average 
packet latency of NN-mapping maintains low until the data injection rate exceeds about 0.09 
while that of the other two mapping schemes starts to rocket when the data injection rate reaches 
about 0.05. In addition, NN-aware mapping demonstrates great scalability by showing more 
significant average packet latency reduction when the network scale is large, e.g., in 
alexnet_cnn_cla (see Figure 41(f)). 
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Figure 41. Average packet latency of different mappings (x-axis: injection rate). 
 
 
 
3.5.4.4 Effectiveness of multicast 
Figure 42 compares the average packet latencies before and after applying multicast in 5 
benchmarks: mnist_mlp_2 ~ mnist_mlp_5 and alexnet_cnn_cla. Note that here we did not 
include mnist_mlp_1 because mnist_mlp_1 does not have any data packet can be represented by 
other packets which share the same source node and contain its routing path. The result shows 
multicast successfully reduces that the average packet latency in all 5 benchmarks, especially in 
Alexnet_cnn_cla and mnist_mlp_2 which have less layers and hence, less complicated mapping 
and routing paths than mnist_mlp_3 ~ mnist_mlp_5. The packet counts of each benchmark before 
and after applying multicast are depicted in Table 12. 
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Figure 42. Average packet latency of before and after applying multicast (x-axis: injection rate). 
 
 
 
3.5.4.5 Evaluation of Neu-NoC 
We compare the execution time and energy consumption of three NoC designs: 2D Mesh, 
Fattree-Mesh [89], and Neu-NoC (including the design with and without zero flit design) for the 
6 benchmarks, as depicted in Figure 43. All the results have been normalized to the baseline 
Mesh NoC design. Compared to Mesh NoC, Neu-NoC averagely reduce the average packet 
latency and energy consumption of the NoC by 23.2% and 31.1%, respectively. Compared to 
Fattree-Mesh NoC [89] which has been used in a neuromorphic acceleration system, Neu-NoC 
achieves on average 6% average packet latency reduction and 13% energy consumption saving, 
respectively. If we allow 1% accuracy degradation of NN (See Table 11), Neu-NoC with zero flit 
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design can further reduce the average packet latency and energy consumption of the NoC by 11.7% 
and 21.19%, respectively, compared to Fattree-Mesh NoC. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Normalized average packet latency and energy of all the NoC designs. 
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4.0  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Emerging memory is a promising solution to combat the well-known memory bottleneck 
in both storage and computation systems of modern processor design. In this paper, we propose 
the use of STT-RAM in TLB for new virtually addressed GPUs. STT-RAM-based TLB 
introduces significant energy and performance advantages over SRAM implementation by 
realizing larger TLB capacity within the same area. We also present a novel STT-RAM-based 
dynamically-configurable TLB (STD-TLB) that leverages high read speed of STT-RAM 
differential sensing and dynamic configuration policy to retain the reduced miss rate from 
standard STT-RAM TLB while improving the translation performance of the heavily accessed 
pages. Compared to SRAM baseline, STD-TLB reduces TLB miss rate by 30%, boosts 
translation runtime performance by 55%, and improves the energy delay product by ∼80%. As 
more systems employ on-board GPUs and more general purpose applications are mapped to 
these processors, alleviating the performance impact introduced by address mapping will become 
very difficult in GPU system design. For these applications, we expect STD-TLB will provide a 
dramatic system benefit (e.g., 10% performance improvement over standard STT-RAM TLB in 
MUM) by dynamically switching between high-performance and high-capacity mode based on 
real-time application needs. 
In this work, we also first propose a MLC-STT register file (RF) design to overcome the 
limited scalability of SRAM-based RF in GPU architecture. By leveraging high integration 
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density and non-volatility of MLC-STT, our design dramatically reduces the area and leakage 
power. To overcome the performance degradation due to the slow access to MLC-STT cells, we 
propose a remapping strategy that allocates frequently-accessed registers into the faster soft-bit 
rows whenever it is possible, and a bank-status-aware-scheduling scheme to reorder the warp 
issuing to minimize the access stalls induced by the long write accesses. Experimental results 
show that the MLC-STT-RF design delivers a better system performance than that of 
conventional SRAM-based RF while achieving significant area reduction and system energy 
efficiency improvement.  
Moreover, with the rediscovery of memristor, we propose a memristor-based 
neuromorphic computing accelerator (RENO) which tightly coupled with the general-purpose 
pipeline to largely improve the performance and energy efficiency of neuromorphic computing. 
Compared to conventional CPU, RENO achieves on average 177.67x (27.2x) performance 
speedup and 184.71x (25.18x) energy reduction over the simulated benchmarks processed by 
MLP (AAM) neural networks. AAM generally show better computation accuracy than MLP by 
performing a costly iterative computation. Nonetheless, the computation accuracy degradation is 
well constrained within a reasonably low range in RENO. The high computation and energy 
efficiency of RENO mainly come from: 1) the high-throughput of the mixed-signal NCA 
computation; 2) the excellent re-configurability of the hierarchical memristor crossbar array 
structure in the NCA; 3) the low data transmission overhead on the mixed-signal interconnection 
network (called M-Net); and 4) the concise coordination interface between the general-purpose 
pipeline and the NCA. An inline calibration scheme is also developed to control the run-time 
NCA computation accuracy degradation incurred by memristor resistance shift. Although only 
two ANN implementations are presented and discussed in our work, RENO can support a variety 
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of ANN types by properly reconfiguring the M-Net in the NCA and guiding the data routing 
among the MBC arrays. In our future research, we plan to extend RENO to multicore platform 
for broader ANN and learning applications, and investigate the design optimization of task 
partitioning and scheduling. The techniques to enhance the run-time robustness of RENO in 
training and testing procedures will be also studied. Finally, we will explore the compatibility of 
RENO to other existing neuromorphic computing practices, e.g., the spiking-based computation 
model like STDP. 
We also analysis the features of the data traffic in neural networks and demonstrated the 
bottleneck of using traditional NoC for neuromorphic acceleration system. A dedicated NoC 
architecture is designed to optimize the traffic in neuromorphic computing systems. A set of 
techniques, i.e., NN-aware mapping, multicast, and sparsity-aware traffic reduction, are proposed 
to reduce average hops account and the redundant traffics. Our results show that Neu-NoC can 
effectively reduce the average packet latency and energy consumption in the tested 6 MLP 
benchmarks by on average 23.2% and 31.1%, respectively without incurring any accuracy 
degradations. Moreover, slightly relaxing the accuracy requirement of the benchmarks by 2% 
can further save the average packet latency and energy consumption by 28.5% and 39.2%, 
respectively. Our future work will focus on applying Neu-NoC to accelerate other components of 
DNNs such as convolutional and pooling layers. 
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